ferroelectric phase transition in a molecular crystal : tanane -3. -From ab initio computation of the intermolecular forces to statistical mechanics of the transition. Journal de Physique, 1982, 43 (7) Abstract. 2014 On the basis of structural data of the disordered tetragonal phase of tanane, the Van der Waals intermolecular forces are computed for the 16 nearest neighbours of a given molecule. Considering first the molecular ordering in a « rigid » tetragonal lattice, the pair energies between neighbouring molecules are analysed within a pseudo-spin formalism which shows that the main ordering interactions define linear chains of molecules along the ferroelectric Z-axis. As there is no exact procedure for a statistical treatment of the 3-d Ising Hamiltonian, we just calculate the transition temperature To in the mean-field approximation. The predicted result : T0 ~ 200 K is in good agreement with the ordering temperature in the « rigid » lattice deduced from experimental investigations : To = 235 K. In a second step, we consider the « piezo-electric-like » coupling between the molecular ordering and the uxy shear of the lattice. Using a « Bragg-Williams-like » treatment of the strain-dependent Ising Hamiltonian, we build a free energy expansion whose bilinear terms agree well with those determined from experiments (shear modulus C66 and « piezo-electric-like » coefficient D), and which yields for the predicted transition temperature : Tc ~ 240 K (actual value : Tc = 287 K). This analysis also reveals an important biquadratic coupling term which is supposed to enhance the instability of the structure in the vicinity of Tc.
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Ferroelastic and ferroelectric phase transition in a molecular crystal : tanane 3. 2014 From ab initio computation of the intermolecular forces to statistical mechanics of the transition J. F. Legrand We have shown previously that the dipolar interaction energy represents less than 1 % of the total ordering energy [2, 3] ; so we just consider here the van der Waals interaction energy which is computed from structural data using semi-empirical potential parameters [4, 5] . The [7] , the coordinates of the atoms can be written using an Ising pseudo-spin variable .j = ± 1.
native sets of atom-atom potential parameters : those determined by E. Giglio [9] (noted E.G. in the following) and those determined by K. Mirsky [5] (noted K.M. in the following). It must also be noted here that the two procedures are not exactly the same : following E.G., the methyl groups are considered as a whole, while following K.M., the coordinates of all the hydrogen atoms are needed.
The results listed in However, the ordering temperature given by the « mean-field» approximation should be higher than the actual transition temperature, because this approximation does not take into account the effects of the fluctuations [10] .
Also the calculated interaction energies appear rather sensitive to slight changes in the intramolecular distances [20] . Thus Fig. 3 ).
All these coefficients can be deduced from the intermolecular interaction energies calculated for several positive and negative values of the lattice shear strain u, and for two « mean-field» configurations of the pseudo-spin order (represented in figure 1A ) : The results are plotted in figure 3A and are analysed in terms of even or odd functions of the variable u in figure 3B, and at room temperature (T = 300 K)
In the high temperature phase, the free energy expansion (6) can be limited to bilinear terms and its minimization yields for the coupled system, a renormalized transition temperature at :
and an anomaly of the coupled elastic modulus C66 which can be described by the Curie-Weiss law :
So we obtain from the analysis of figure 3B and T, -To = 18 K with K.M. parameters or alternatively and in rather good agreement with the results of experimental investigations above T,, : C " =2.1 x 109 N m-2 from inelastic neutron scattering experiments in a high frequency range where the pseudo-spin variable is o clamped » [3] ; and Tc -To = 50 K from a low frequency investigation of the elastic anomaly (acoustic resonance technique) [11] .
According to the Landau approach, the higher order terms in the free energy expansion (6) Thus the quadratic increase of the ordering interactions -£ ;j) with the shear strain u has the effect of a strong enhancement of the instability of the structure in the vicinity of Tr.
Two other consequences of experimental interest appear when considering the Landau free energy expansion (6) in which G = C. First, the coupled shear modulus C6 6 would be drastically reduced as q increases and this could be checked by further experiments in the low temperature phase [11] . Secondly, such a result makes rather questionable the assumption that the spontaneous shear strain and birefrin- gence remain proportional to the order parameter far below r, [2] .
If we now consider the permanent dipole moments of the molecules oriented along the N-0 bond and estimated to be : J.l = 3.14 Debyes from measurements in solutions [13] , and p = 2.95 Debyes from calculations of the electronic density [14] , the spontaneous polarization Pz of the completely ordered crystal can be estimated from structural data to be :
In addition, the piezo-electric response coefficient can also be written from the free energy expansion (6) (in which the couplings with the high frequency polarization components [11] Several papers have already shown the interest of such energy calculations for the investigation of lattice dynamics [17] , of plastic phase transitions [18] and of order-disorder transitions in solid solutions [16] . So we suggest that similar analyses could be successfully developed in a number of other molecular crystals with available structural data, in order to predict several physical properties and even to predict the possible structural phase transitions they may undergo. 
